
Remove an
item of your

beloved's
clothing.

You've been
nice! Jump 1-3

spaces to
something you

want to do.

It's cold! Get
a kunik

(rub-noses
kiss).

Embrace like
your arms are

ribbons &
your beloved

is a gift.

Look into
his/her eyes

for 10
seconds. 

Serenade your
beloved with a

Christmas
carol!

Marriage & Mistletoe

START

FINISH 

Share a
favorite

Christmas
memory.

Remove an
item of

clothing.

You've been
naughty! Go

back 3
spaces.

Remove an
item of your

beloved's
clothing.

You've been
nice! Jump 1-3

spaces to
something you

want to do.

Whisper
something

sexual you'd like
to do in your
beloved's ear.

Remove an
item of your

beloved's
clothing.

Share one
thing you love

about your
spouse.

You've been
naughty! Go

back 3
spaces.

Remove an
item of

clothing.

Share one
thing you love

about your
spouse.

Using lips or
fingertips,

stroke around
your spouse's

privates.

Using lips or
fingertips,

stroke around
your spouse's

privates.
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If not yet
there, get

naked!

Describe your
favorite

moment of
sex with your

beloved.

Propose,
letting your

beloved know
you'd choose
them again.

Touch
yourself the

way you'd like
to be touched.

Remove an
item of

clothing. what you
started!



Christmas Candy
Let your beloved choose a spot on their body.
Treat that spot like Christmas candy: taste, lick,
nibble, suck, or devour as you'd like! Yum.

Ski the Slopes
Your "skis" are your hands or your lips. Take some
time to ski the slopes of your beloved's body,
whether bunny hills or black diamonds.

Jingle Hips
Your shoulders and hips have invisible bells
attached to them. Get up close to your beloved
and make them jingle!

SPECIAL SQUARES
Meet Under the Mistletoe
Imagine there's mistletoe above your heads, and
give your beloved a kiss—as sweet or steamy as
you want!

HOW TO PLAY

Marriage & Mistletoe

Object
To enjoy playful, sensual, and sexual play with your spouse.
Oh, and to reach the Finish square.

Print out the game board and instructions
(recommend card stock, OK to print on both sides).
Find a 6-sided die (from another game or printed from
an online template).
Choose two distinct game pieces, one for each player
(from another game, or use something simple like
coins, buttons, Lego blocks, or beads).
Place your game pieces at the Start square.

Set-Up

How to Play
Marriage & Mistletoe is a simple roll-and-move game. Each
player rolls the die, moves the number of spaces indicated,
and completes the activity described by the square they
land on. If desired, you can add a timer for each activity,
from 30 seconds to 3 minutes.

The game is over when one or both of you reach the Finish
square. But the fun continues...
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